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Abstract
Geometric complexity theory (GCT) is an approach towards separating algebraic complexity classes
through algebraic geometry and representation theory. Originally Mulmuley and Sohoni proposed
(SIAM J Comput 2001, 2008) to use occurrence obstructions to prove Valiant’s determinant vs
permament conjecture, but recently Bürgisser, Ikenmeyer, and Panova (Journal of the AMS 2019)
proved this impossible. However, fundamental theorems of algebraic geometry and representation
theory grant that every lower bound in GCT can be proved by the use of so-called highest weight
vectors (HWVs). In the setting of interest in GCT (namely in the setting of polynomials) we prove
the NP-hardness of the evaluation of HWVs in general, and we give efficient algorithms if the
treewidth of the corresponding Young-diagram is small, where the point of evaluation is concisely
encoded as a noncommutative algebraic branching program! In particular, this gives a large new
class of separating functions that can be efficiently evaluated at points with low (border) Waring
rank.
2012 ACM Subject Classification Theory of computation → Algebraic complexity theory; Mathe-
matics of computing → Mathematical software
Keywords and phrases Algebraic complexity theory, algebraic branching program, Waring rank,
border Waring rank, representation theory, highest weight vector, treewidth
1 part of this research was done when CI was at the Max Planck Institute for Software Systems, Germany,
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2 On the complexity of evaluating highest weight vectors
1 Prelude: Border Waring rank and Algebraic Branching Programs
An algebraic branching program (ABP) is a layered directed acyclic graph (the vertex set
is partitioned into numbered layers and edges only go from the i-th layer to the (i+ 1)-th
layer) with two distinguished nodes, the source and the sink, and the edges are labeled
with homogeneous linear polynomials. The weight w(P ) of a path P with edge labels
`1, . . . , `d is defined as the product w(P ) := `1 · · · `d. We say that the ABP computes the
sum
∑
source-sink-path P w(P ). We can view the same ABP both over commuting variables or
noncommuting variables. If we interpret it over noncommuting variables, we call it an ncABP.
If we want to stress that the variables commute, we call it a cABP. The size of an ABP is
the number of its vertices. The width of an ABP is the largest number of vertices in any
layer. For a homogeneous degree d polynomial let the ABP width complexity w(f) be defined
as the smallest width of a cABP computing f . A sequence (fn) of polynomials is called a
p-family if the number of variables and the degree of each fn are polynomially bounded in
n. p-families are the object of study in Valiant’s algebraic complexity framework. Let VBP
denote the set of all p-families (fi) with polynomially bounded ABP width complexity w(fi).
The Waring rank WR(f) of a homogeneous degree d polynomial is the smallest r such
that f can be written as a sum of r powers of homogeneous linear polynomials. Let VWaring
be the set of all p-families with polynomially bounded Waring rank.
Clearly, w(f) ≤WR(f), because from a Waring rank r decomposition we can construct a
width r cABP that computes f in the straightforward way: The cABP contains exactly r
disjoint source-sink-paths (vertex-disjoint up to source and sink) so that on each path all
edges have the same label. Therefore VWaring ⊆ VBP.
There is a natural way to associate to every algebraic complexity measure a corresponding
border complexity measure: We define the border Waring rank WR(f) as the smallest r
such that f can be approximated arbitrarily closely (coefficient-wise) by polynomials with
WR(f) ≤ r, or equivalently, the smallest r such that f lies in the closure (Zariski closure
and Euclidean closure coincide) of the set {f | WR(f) ≤ r}. Clearly WR(f) ≤ WR(f).
Let VWaring denote the set of sequences of polynomials with polynomially bounded border
Waring rank. Clearly VWaring ⊆ VWaring.
Analogously we can define the border ABP width complexity w(f) from w. Clearly
w(f) ≤ w(f). Let VBP be the set of polynomials with polynomially bounded border ABP
width complexity. Clearly VBP ⊆ VBP.
For noncommutative polynomials we define the analogous versions ncw and ncw. It
follows from Nisan’s work [46] that ncw(f) = ncw(f).
In general, it is unknown by how much an algebraic complexity class grows when applying
the closure. In particular, it is open whether VWaring = VWaring or whether VBP = VBP.
But the following result in this direction is known.
I Theorem 1. VWaring ⊆ VBP.
We quickly sketch the standard proof. We will need the following concept only for this proof.
A read-once oblivious ABP is a layered ABP whose edge labels have univariate polynomials in
xi on each edge in layer i. The first step in the proof is Saxena’s duality trick [52, Lemma 1]:
If f ∈ C[x1, . . . , xm]d has WR(f) ≤ s, then there is a read-once oblivious ABP
computing f with width at most s · (md+ d+ 1).
The proof uses a power series argument. The next crucial step is to use a variant of Nisan’s
result [46] to see that the border read-once oblivious ABP width equals the read-once oblivious
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ABP width, so approximations can be removed [26, Sec. 4.5.2]:
If f ∈ C[x1, . . . , xm]d has WR(f) ≤ s, then there is an read-once oblivious ABP
computing f with width at most s · (md+ d+ 1).
We can unfold this read-once oblivious ABP, i.e., replace each edge (remember, each label is
a univariate degree ≤ d polynomial) with a (non-layered) ABP computing it, where each
edge has an affine linear label. If done properly, this requires d− 1 additional vertices per
edge. Making the ABP layered and homogeneous blows up the ABP’s width by a factor of
d+ 1. We conclude:
For all f ∈ C[x1, . . . , xm]d we have w(f) ≤WR(f) · (md+ d+ 1) · (d+ 1). (1)
Eq. (1) proves Theorem 1 when we assume that m and d are polynomially bounded
(which is usually assumed). We now strengthen eq. (1) with the following clean statement
that is independent of m and d.
I Theorem 2. For all f ∈ C[x1, . . . , xm]d we have w(f) ≤WR(f).
The rest of Section 1 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. We start with introducing several
main multilinear algebra concepts of this paper. The actual proof of Theorem 2 is then very
short and natural.
When talking about homogeneous multivariate noncommutative polynomials, we use the
standard language of multilinear algebra: An order d tensor in ⊗dCm is a d-dimensional
m×m×· · ·×m array of numbers. There is a canonical vector space isomorphism between the
vector space ofm-variate homogeneous degree d noncommutative polynomials C〈x1, . . . , xm〉d
and ⊗dCm, which is defined on monomials as
xi1xi2 · · ·xid ∼−→ Ei1,...,id ,
where Ei1,...,id is the tensor that is 0 everywhere, but has a single 1 at position (i1, . . . , id).
Let (ei) be the standard basis of Cm. We use the notation ei1 ⊗ ei2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ eid := Ei1,...,id .
More generally, for v1, . . . , vd ∈ Cm, we write v1⊗ v2⊗ · · · ⊗ vm to be the tensor whose entry
at position (i1, . . . , id) is the product (v1)i1 · (v2)i2 · · · (vd)id .
A tensor T is called symmetric if Ti1,...,id = Tipi(1),...,ipi(d) for all permutations pi ∈ Sd. Let
SymdCm ⊆ ⊗dCm denote the linear subspace of symmetric tensors. There is a canonical
vector space isomorphism between the vector space of m-variate homogeneous degree d
commutative polynomials C[x1, . . . , xm]d and SymdCm, which is defined on monomials as
xi1xi2 · · ·xid ∼−→
∑
pi∈Sd
1
d!Epi(i1),...,pi(id),
For example, the polynomial x21x2 corresponds to the tensor 13 (e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2 + e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1 +
e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1). 2 We use ei and xi interchangibly.
It is crucial to note that noncommutative ABPs can compute symmetric tensors. An
example is given in Figure 1, where we used x := x1 and y := x2. As before with cABPs, it
is easy to see that every Waring rank r decomposition of f can be converted into a width
r ncABP computing f in the straightforward way: The ncABP contains exactly r disjoint
source-sink-paths (vertex-disjoint up to source and sink) so that on each path all edges
2 This tensor is called the W-state in quantum information theory.
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Figure 1 An ncABP computing the symmetric tensor 13 (x ⊗ x ⊗ y + x ⊗ y ⊗ x + y ⊗ x ⊗ x),
which corresponds to the polynomial x2y. If we reinterpret the ncABP as a cABP, it computes
1
3 (xxy + xyx+ yxx) = x
2y. Such ncABPs can be efficiently constructed using Nisan’s construction
technique [46]. Interestingly, in this example the width is only 2, while the Waring rank of x2y is 3.
have the same label. Every ncABP can be reinterpreted as a cABP by letting the variables
commute. If the ncABP computes a symmetric tensor, then clearly this cABP computes the
corresponding polynomial. Now we can prove Theorem 2 in a very natural and short way as
follows.
Given f with a border Waring rank s decomposition. We construct the corresponding
border ncABP with s many edge-disjoint source-sink-paths, so ncw(f) ≤ s. Using Nisan’s
result [46] that ncw = ncw, it follows ncw(f) ≤ s. This gives a width s ncABP that computes
f . Reinterpreting this ncABP as a cABP finishes our proof of Theorem 2.
2 Introduction
Geometric complexity theory (GCT) is an approach towards the separation of algebraic
complexity classes using algebraic geometry and representation theory [44, 45, 15]. Let
peri :=
∑
pi∈Si
∏i
j=1 xj,pi(j) be the permanent polynomial. Valiant’s famous VBP 6= VNP
conjecture (also known as the “determinant vs permanent conjecture”) can be phrased as:
The sequence w(peri) is not polynomially bounded. Mulmuley and Sohoni strengthened the
conjecture by conjecturing that even w(peri) is not polynomially bounded, i.e., VNP 6⊆ VBP.
Clearly, if VBP = VBP, then both conjecture coincide, but this is an open question.
In the GCT approach, we set m := d2 and let the group GLm := GL(Cm) act on a
the space of homogeneous degree d polynomials in m variables by linear transformation of
the variables. The Mulmuley–Sohoni conjecture can be rephrased as xd−i11 peri /∈ GLm detd
if d grows superpolynomially in i. Now we try to attack this problem by representation
theoretic methods, so-called obstructions. A first crucial insight is that xd−i11 peri ∈ GLm detd
iff GLm(xd−i11 peri) ⊆ GLm detd. Thus, we compare two varieties.
An important object of study in this context are so-called highest weight vectors (HWVs)
of weight λ ∈ Nm, which are homogeneous degree d polynomials in the coefficients of
homogeneous degree d polynomials in m variables, satisfying two properties (see Sec. 5).
Their dimension is the called the plethysm coefficient. The dimension of their restriction to
a GLm-variety X is called the multiplicity multλC[X] of λ in the coordinate ring C[X]. They
are important, because if multλC[X] > multλC[Y ], then Schur’s lemma implies that X 6⊆ Y .
In this case, λ is called a multiplicity obstruction. If additionally multλC[X] > 0 = multλC[Y ],
then λ is called an occurrence obstruction.
Classically, the varieties X and Y are GLm-orbit closures of the determinant or padded
permanent polynomial. [14] proved that occurrence obstructions are not sufficient to prove
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Valiant’s conjecture with this padded setting. Hence, multiplicity obstructions are a focus of
recent research [23, 35] and other models of computation [28, 29]. Waring rank and border
Waring rank are classical notions studied in algebraic geometry in the language of higher
secant varieties [40].
3 Our contributions
To calculate a multiplicity multλC[X], a common approach is to generate a basis of all HWVs
of weight λ and evaluate them at enough points from X (points from all GLm-varieties in
GCT are efficiently samplable) and observe the dimension of their linear span, which equals
multλC[X]. For this to work, one needs an algorithm to evaluate HWVs at points. An
evaluation algorithm is even more important to make the following approach work: We
know that if X 6⊆ Y , then there exists a HWV f of some weight λ such that f(Y ) = {0}
and f(x) 6= 0 for almost all points x ∈ X [8, Cor. 11.4.2]. This evaluation is a challenging
problem in algebraic geometry that is related to deep combinatorics, see [39, 18, 2].
To our best knowledge, we systematically study the complexity of evaluating highest
weight vectors for the first time. In Section 5 we first present a known combinatorial method
of exactly evaluating HWVs without expanding all the monomials explicitly which has been
used to to evaluate HWVs at points of small Waring rank as in [2, 13]. Additionally there
have been attempts to improve the running time for evaluating at products of linear forms –
the so called Chow variety – via dynamic programming [23]. We generalize both approaches
in Section 6 to allow evaluation on all points with partial derivative spaces of small dimension,
i.e., small ncABP width complexity. In particular, by Theorem 2, this includes for the first
time all points of small border Waring rank. Note that our algorithms are particularly
useful, because the ncABP width complexity can be determined in polynomial time, whereas
determining the Waring rank of a polynomial is NP-hard, even when it is given explicitly as
a list of coefficients, see [53].
A HWV can be encoded as a linear combination of Young tableaux, see e.g. [48, §3.9] or
[33, Sec. 4.3]. All current evaluation algorithms have a running time exponentially dependent
on the size of the Young tableaux. We improve this in Section 7 and establish an algorithm
that only depends exponentially on the treewidth of the Young tableau.
Lastly we show in Section 8 that this dependency is basically optimal as we show two
lower bounds under the exponential time hypothesis. A lower bound of 2o(n) for the decision
problem when the HWV f ∈ SymnSymdV is given by an arbitrary two row Young tableaux
and a lower bound of 2o(
√
n) when it is given by a semistandard Young tableaux. Additionally
we show NP-hardness for both versions of the decision problem and even #P-hardness for
exact evaluations.
We remark that if we restrict ourselves to two-row Young diagrams, then inheritance
principles from representation theory [33, Sec. 5.3] let us replace V with C2. Then SymdC2 is
the Hilbert space corresponding to a system of d indistinguishable photons distributed among
two modes, which is used in the study of 2-mode linear optical circuits on d indistinguishable
particles.
4 Related work
Combinatorics on tableaux for describing highest weight vectors has a rich history dating back
to the early invariant theory. This tableau calculus is equivalent to the classical Feynman
diagram calculus explained in [1], also [48]). Highest weight vectors of a GLm-representation
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W are also called covariants, since they correspond to the invariants of W ⊗ (SλCm)∗,
see e.g. [47, Def. 3.9]. Recently, these methods have been applied in various areas, see
[38, 3, 49, 22, 43, 2, 13, 19], to name a few.
Border complexity is classically studied in algebraic geometry, see [41]. Bini et al [7]
(see also [6]) used it in their construction of fast matrix multiplication algorithms. Studying
border complexity in algebraic circuit complexity started with [11, 44] and recently caught
momentum [30, 9, 37].
Kronecker coefficients and plethysm coefficients are the dimensions of specific highest
weight vector spaces. Algorithms for their computation or theorems about their positivity and
value that depend heavily on the shape of the input Young tableau have a long history. For
example, if the number of rows of all parameters is constant, then the Kronecker coefficient
can be computed in polynomial time [20]. A similar statement is true for plethysm coefficients,
see [24]. The software LiE [42] performs all representation theoretic computations with a
fixed number of rows. In [34], positivity of Kronecker coefficients depends on comparing
Young diagrams with respect to the dominance order, and in [4] the main parameter is the
so-called Durfee size of the Young diagram, which is the side length of largest square that
can be embedded into the Young diagram, see also the very recent [5]. The shape of the
Young diagram also plays a crucial role in the recent breakthrough proof of Stembridge’s
stability conjecture [51]. For two-row Young diagrams much additional structure is known,
for example Hermite’s classical reciprocity law for plethysm coefficients [31], which makes
our lower bound for two-row Young diagrams quite surprising.
Treewidth has been intensely studied by Robertson and Seymour and has been applied
numerous times to construct faster graph algorithms for cases where the treewidth is bounded
by a function o(n), most notably some algorithms for NP-hard problems restricted to planar
graphs, for example 3-coloring. See [21] for an introduction to treewidth algorithms.
Our paper is the first that formally connects the running time of algorithms in represen-
tation theory with a graph parameter.
5 Highest Weight Vectors and their combinatorial evaluation
Let V = Cm be a finite dimensional complex vector space with standard basis e1, e2, . . . , em.
There is a canonical action of g ∈ GL(V ) on the tensor power ⊗dV via g(p1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ pd) :=
(gp1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (gpd) and linear continuation. This action can be lifted to a linear action on
Symn ⊗d V via
(gf)(p) := f(gtp) for f ∈ Symn ⊗d V and p ∈ ⊗dV
Note that this makes Symn ⊗d V a GL(V )-representation. We denote by SymdV ⊆ ⊗dV the
vector space of symmetric tensors over V of order d and by p1· · ·pd :=
∑
pi∈Sd
1
d!ppi(1)⊗· · ·⊗
ppi(d) the symmetric tensor product of p1, . . . , pn ∈ V . The linear subspace SymdV ⊆ ⊗dV is
closed under the action of GL(V ). This action can be lifted to a linear action on SymnSymdV
via
(gf)(p) = f(gtp) for f ∈ SymnSymdV and p ∈ SymdV
Note that this makes SymnSymdV a GL(V )-representation.
We call a sequence λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . ) a partition of N ∈ N if λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ . . . ≥ 0 and∑
i≥1 λi = N . In our case we will usually have N = nd. We denote the transpose partition
λt by µ and define it as µi = |{j | λj ≥ i}|. Note that µ is also a partition of N . We will
write partitions as finite sequences and omit all the trailing zeros.
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For any GLm representation W , a highest weight vector f ∈W of type λ is a vector that
satisfies
1. f is invariant under the action of any g ∈ GLm when g is upper triangular with 1s on the
diagonal.
2. diag(α1, . . . , αm)f = αλ11 · · · · · αλmm f where diag(α1, . . . , αm) is the diagonal matrix with
α1, . . . , αm ∈ C on the diagonal.
The highest weight vectors of type λ form a vector space which we call HWVλ(W ). We
denote by HWV(W ) the vector space of all HWVs in W without any weight restriction.
The smallest example is the discriminant polynomial b2 − 4ac in Sym2Sym2C2, see [8,
Exa. 9.1.4] for which we have g(b2 − 4ac) = det(g)2(b2 − 4ac).
We first derive a combinatorial description of the evaluation of highest weight vectors.
We follow [18, 13].
We can describe the highest weight vectors of SymnSymdV in terms of so called Young
tableaux (see also [48, §3.9]).
I Definition 3. A Young tableau T of shape λ = (λ1, . . . , λr) where λ is a partition is a
left justified array of boxes where row i contains λi boxes and each box contains a positive
integer. If the tableau contains the numbers 1 through n each d times it is said to have
(rectangular) content n× d, for example 1 2 3 12 3 has content 3× 2. A Young tableaux is said
to be semistandard if the entries are strictly increasing in each column and non-decreasing in
each row, for example 1 1 2 32 3 is semistandard, while 1 2 3 12 3 is not. A Young tableaux is said
to be standard if the entries are strictly increasing in each column and row and every entry
occurs exactly once. For example, 1 3 4 6 7 82 5 9 is standard.
Fix a tableau T of shape λ with content (nd)×1 and fix a tensor p = ∑ri=1 `i,1⊗· · ·⊗`i,d ∈
⊗dCm. We use arithmetic modulo d with the system of representatives {1, . . . , d}, so a
mod d ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Each of the sets {1, . . . , d}, {d + 1, . . . , 2d}, . . . is called a block. We
define k(a) := da/de. We define j(a) := a mod d, which gives the position of the element a
in its block. A placement
ϑ : {1, . . . , nd} → {`i,j | 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ d}
is called proper if there is a map ϕ : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , r} such that ϑ(a) = `ϕ(k(a)),j(a).
We define the determinant of a matrix that has more rows than columns as the determinant
of its largest top square submatrix.
We define the polynomial fT via its evaluation on p:
fT (p) :=
∑
proper ϑ
λ1∏
c=1
det ϑ,c with det ϑ,c := det (ϑ(T (1, c)) . . . ϑ(T (µc, c))) (2)
Pictorially ϕ chooses one of the rank 1 tensors for each block of d numbers and places
those onto T . Then we take the product of the columnwise determinants. The evaluation
f(p) is now the sum over all possible choices.
It is a classical result from multilinear algebra that this construction yields a well-
defined polynomial of weight λ on ⊗dCm. If T is the column-standard tableau, then
fT ∈ HWVλ(Symn⊗d Cm) is not hard to verify. Schur-Weyl duality states that ⊗n⊗d Cm =⊕
λ Sλ(V )⊗ [λ], where the sum goes over all partitions λ of nd into at most m parts, and
where Sλ(V ) is the irreducible GLm-representation of type λ (called the Schur module) and
[λ] is the irreducible Sdn-representation of type λ (called the Specht module). Since a basis
of [λ] is given by the standard tableaux of shape λ, this immediately implies that
HWVλ(Symn ⊗d Cm) is the linear span of the fT , where T is standard of shape λ. (3)
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See for example [48] or [8, Ch. 19] for a detailed exposition.
The following Lemmas 4 and 5 follow from eq. (2).
I Lemma 4. Let T and T ′ be Young tableaux of the same shape with content (nd)× 1 such
that T ′ can be obtained from T by performing permutations within the blocks. The functions
fT and fT ′ coincide after restricting their domains of definition from ⊗dCm to SymdCm.
Proof. If p is symmetric, then p has a Waring rank decomposition, i.e., there exists r ∈ N
and homogeneous linear forms p1, . . . , pr such that p =
∑r
i=1 p
⊗d
i . Using this decomposition
for p, we see that the summands of fT (p) and fT ′(p) in (2) coincide. J
Lemma 4 implies that in order to define the restriction of fT to symmetric tensors we only
need to define the blocks in T , but not the internal structure of the blocks. Thus for a tableau
with content (nd) × 1 we define the tableau Tˆ by replacing all entries a ∈ {1, . . . , nd} by
k(a). The resulting tableau Tˆ has content n× d. For example, if n = 2, d = 4, T = 1 3 4 6 7 82 5 ,
then Tˆ = 1 1 1 2 2 21 2 . For a tableau Tˆ with content n× d we define fTˆ ∈ SymdSymnCm as the
restriction of fT to SymnCm.
I Lemma 5. Let T be a Young tableau that has a column in which there are two or more
entries from the same block. Then fT = 0.
Proof. Let c be the column in T in which there are two or more entries from the same block.
As in Lemma 4, consider the evaluation of fT at a point p in its Waring rank decomposition.
We observe that every summand in eq. (2) is zero, because the determinant corresponding to
the column c has a repeated column. J
In other words, Lemma 5 says that fTˆ = 0 if Tˆ contains a column in which a number
appears at least twice. Combining this insight with eq. (3), we conclude that
HWVλ(SymnSymdCm) is the linear span of the fTˆ ,
where Tˆ is semistandard of shape λ with content n× d. (4)
I Remark 6. From eq. 2 and writing p in its Waring rank decomposition, we immediately
get an O(WR(p)n · poly(n, d,m)) algorithm to evaluate fTˆ (p).
6 Non-commutative algebraic branching programs
For an in-depth formal study of ncABPs we now introduce additional notation (cp. Section 1).
I Definition 7. Let V be a vector space.
A non-commutative algebraic branching program (ncABP) A is an acyclic directed graph
with two distinguished nodes s and t and edges labeled with elements from V and every
path from s to t having the same length. This makes A layered, with layer k containing
all vertices of distance k from s.
The weight w(P ) of a path P with edge labels `1, . . . , `d ∈ V is defined as w(P ) :=
`1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ `d .
The tensor computed at a node v in A is wˆ(v) =
∑
s−v path P w(P ) . By convention the
tensor computed at s is 1.
The tensor computed by A is the tensor computed at t.
The size of an ncABP is the number of vertices.
The width of an ncABP is the largest number of vertices in any layer.
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In particular we will be looking at ncABPs computing symmetric tensors p and the evaluation
of highest weight vectors at p. An example is given in Figure 1.
Each node in layer k computes a tensor in V ⊗k. We show in Proposition 12 that there is
always a minimal ncABP where all these computed tensors are also symmetric and whose
size is exactly the size of the partial derivative space of p. An example is given in Figure 1.
We can now use the “overlapping structure of the paths through ncABPs” to our advantage
in evaluating HVWs by using dynamic programming.
I Theorem 8. The evaluation fT (p) of a highest weight vector fT ∈ SymnSymdCm given by
a Young tableau T with content (nd)× 1 and r rows and a symmetric tensor p ∈ SymdCm
given by an ncAPB of width w can be computed in time O(wn+r poly(n, d,m)).
Proof. Let A be an ncABP with source s, sink t, and width w computing a symmetric tensor
p ∈ SymdCm. W.l.o.g. let the numbers i · d+ 1, . . . , i · d+ d occur in order left to right in T
for any i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, see Lemma 4. Note that left to right is a unique ordering since if
one column contains multiple of these numbers we already know fT = 0, see Lemma 5.
Combining eq. (2) with p = wˆ(t) =
∑
s−t path P w(P ) (see Def. 7) we see that
fT (p) :=
∑
properϑ
λ1∏
c=1
det ϑ,c with det ϑ,c := det (ϑ(T (1, c)) . . . ϑ(T (µc, c))) , (5)
where here ϑ : {1, . . . , nd} → V is called proper if there exists ϕ : {1, . . . , d} → {s−t path P}
such that ϑ(a) = the label of the j(a)-th edge of ϕ(k(a)) (see the definitions of j and k in
Section 5.
We now calculate partial evaluations in a column by column fashion from right to left. In
order to do this we define a partial placement ϑ|≤k to be the restriction of ϑ to the boxes in
the first k columns of T .
We now observe a common factor for a fixed partial placement ϑ|≤k:
∑
proper ϑ extending ϑ|≤k
λ1∏
c=1
det ϑ,c =
(
k∏
c=1
det ϑ|≤k,c
) ∑
proper ϑ extending ϑ|≤k
λ1∏
c=k+1
det ϑ,c

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:α(ϑ|≤k)
.
Each ϑ|≤k defines a set of n partial s − t paths (of potentially different lengths, one path
for each block), where α(ϑ|≤k) only depends on the endpoints of these paths. These paths
are connected from s up to these endpoints due to the nature of T being ordered from left
to right for each block of n numbers. This crucial observation allows us to store and reuse
these values of α whenever two partial assignments correspond to lists of n paths ending in
the same vertices of A.
We can now calculate the evaluation as fT (p) = α(ϑ|≤0) = α(∅).
Since the length of each of the paths defined by any ϑ|≤k are fixed for fixed k, there
are at most wn possible different values for α that need to be computed. So in total this
evaluation algorithm has running time O(wn+r poly(n, d,m)). The wr term comes from all
the possibilities to extend a given ϑ|≤k by one column of T . J
I Remark 9. Note that Theorem 8 is a generalisation of the dynamic programming used in
[23] to evaluate HWVs at the Chow variety Chdm. The Chow variety Chdm consists of products
of d linear forms `1  · · ·  `d ∈ SymdCm. Here the minimal ncABP A of `1  · · ·  `d
corresponds to having subsets of {1, . . . , d} as vertices where two vertices U, V ⊆ {1, . . . n}
are connected by an edge labeled `i iff U \ V = {i} and U ⊃ V . Then A has size exactly 2d
and width
(
d
k
)
on layer k while layer k contains all the sets of size k.
10 On the complexity of evaluating highest weight vectors
We now give the connection between the width of ncABPs, and the dimension of the
partial derivative spaces of the symmetric tensors computed by the ncAPB. We additionally
show that ncABPs can efficiently compute partial derivatives.
First note that the following equivalence between partial derivatives and polynomial
contractions is well known for fields of characteristic 0, see for example [32, Equation 1.1.2].
We reformulate this as an equivalence between partial derivatives and tensor contractions
instead.
I Lemma 10. Let ϕ be the canonical isomorphism between SymdCm and C[x1, . . . , xm]d
defined via ϕ (ei1  · · ·  eid) = xi1 · · · · · xid . Then the partial derivative ∂
k
∂`1···∂`k t of a
symmetric tensor t ∈ SymdV is given by the tensor contraction d!(d−k)! 〈`1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ `k, t〉.
Since t is symmetric the partial derivative ∂k∂`1···∂`k t is also given by
d!
(d−k)! 〈`1· · · `k, t〉.
Proof. It suffices to prove this for the case k = 1 since repeated tensor contraction is the
same as one big tensor contraction and the same holds for partial derivatives. Since both
tensor contraction and taking derivates are linear operations in both parameters we can
restrict ourselves to the derivative ∂∂ei (ej1  · · ·  ejd).
In case ei is not any of ej1 , . . . , ejd clearly
∂
∂ei
(ej1  · · ·  ejd) = 0 =
d!
(d− k)! 〈ei, ej1  · · ·  ejd〉
so w.l.o.g. we can now assume due to symmetry ej1 = ei.
We can write ϕ (ei  ej2  ej3  · · ·  ejd) = xhi · q for some monomial q ∈ C[x1, . . . , xm]
not containing xi.
ϕ
(
∂
∂ei
(ei  ej2  ej3  · · ·  ejd)
)
= h · xh−1i · q
= ϕ (h · ej2  ej3  · · ·  ejd)
= ϕ (〈ei, h · ei ⊗ (ej2  ej3  · · ·  ejd)〉)
= ϕ (〈ei, d · ei  ej2  ej3  · · ·  ejd〉)
The last equality follows from the fact that all terms of the symmetric tensor not containing
ei as the first component of the tensor vanish under the tensor contraction. J
I Lemma 11. If A is an ncABP computing a symmetric tensor p ∈ SymdV , then the k-th
derivatives are linear combinations of the tensors computed at the (d− k)-th layer of A.
Proof. As proven in Lemma 10 the derivatives are just tensor contractions. A tensor
contraction on an ncABP replaces the last k edges on each s-t path by constants3, thus
directly proving the claim. J
We will now characterize the minimal size of ncABPs via the dimension of the partial
derivative spaces. For this we denote by ∂=k(t) the partial derivative space of k-th order for
t ∈ SymdV :
∂=k(t) := {〈q, t〉 | q ∈ SymkV }
3 due to the symmetry of p we could even choose any k layers and all outgoing edges out of these chosen
layers would be replaced by constants for the derivative.
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Analogously we define
∂≤k(t) := span
k⋃
i=0
∂=i(t) .
Note that the usage of tensor contractions instead of derivatives is just for simplicity.
For a list q ∈ {1, . . . ,m}k let eq := eq1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ eqm . For a tensor p ∈ ⊗dCm we define the
mk ×md−k matrix Mk(p) whose rows are indexed by elements q ∈ {1, . . . ,m}k and whose
columns are indexed by elements in q′ ∈ {1, . . . ,m}d−k via
Mk(p)[q, q′] := the coefficient of eq ⊗ eq′ in p. (6)
I Proposition 12. If A is an ncABP computing a symmetric tensor p ∈ SymdV , then there
is an ncABP B with the following properties:
1. B also computes p.
2. Each layer of B has at most as many vertices as the same layer in A.
3. Each node of B computes a symmetric tensor.
4. The k-th layer of B has precisely dim ∂=k(p) many vertices which is the optimal width.
Proof. We mainly follow Nisan [46] with this contruction who constructed minimal ncABPs
and extend this to also compute symmetric tensors at each node and establishing the
connection to the dimensions of the partial derivative spaces.
Let v1, . . . , vt be the vertices in a fixed layer k. Let Mk[q, q′] := Mk(p)[q, q′] from
eq. (6). Note that the row of Mk corresponding to q is given precisely by the tensor
contraction 〈q, p〉 and it is thus by Lemma 10 a partial derivative of k-th order. Therefore
rankMk = dim ∂=k(p).
Now we can construct two matrices Lk and Rk. Here Lk[q, i] for indices q ∈
{e1, . . . , edimV }⊗k is defined as the coefficient of q in wˆ(vi) and Rk[i, q′] for indices
q′ ∈ {e1, . . . , edimV }⊗(d−k) is defined as the coefficient of q′ in the tensor computed by
the restricted ncABP with source vi. It is easy to verify Mk = LkRk.
Hence if t > rankLk there must be some vertices vi computing a linear combination of
the other vertices in the same layer, thus all outgoing edges of vi can be replaced by precisely
this linear combination, allowing us to remove vi. In this way we can remove some vi as long
as t > rankRk.
After this process finishes we have t = rankLk = rankRk = rankMk = dim ∂=k(p)
proving the claims on the width of the layers.
Since by Lemma 11 all the k-th partial derivatives are linear combinations of restrictions
of the ncABP to the first k levels we can now replace all vertices on the k-th level by t
vertices computing a symmetric tensor basis of the k-th partial derivatives thus proving the
remaining claim. J
From this characterization of ncABP size as the rank of the partial derivative matrices
we can also see that ncABP size is preserved under approximation. This was remarked by
Michael Forbes [25], but we give a proof for the sake of completeness.
I Corollary 13. Let p ∈ SymdV and (Ai)i∈N be ncABPs s.t. Ai computes pi ∈ ⊗dV and has
size si ≤ s and width wi ≤ w with limi→∞ pi = p. Then there is an ncABP A computing p
with size s and width w.
Proof. Let the matrices Mk,pi := Mk(pi) from eq. (6). We have
Mk,p = lim
i→inf
Mk,pi .
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Figure 2 An example of a Young tableau Tˆ and the corresponding graph GTˆ .
Since each Ai has width at most w, we know that rankMk,pi ≤ wi ≤ w. This is characterized
by all determinants of (w + 1) × (w + 1) minors of Mk,pi vanishing. So by continuity of
the determinant also all (w + 1) × (w + 1) minors of Mk,p vanish and thus dim ∂=k(p) =
rankMk,p ≤ w and there is an ncABP A with width w by Proposition 12.
To get the upper bound on the size of A we note that the partial derivatives of different
orders are linearly independent, so dim ∂≤d(p) =
∑d
j=0 dim ∂=j(p) = s. This is the same as
looking at the rank of the direct sum ⊕dj=0Mj,p, so the bound on the size of A follows from
the same argument. J
From this we can conclude an order of inclusion on the sets of symmetric tensors of small
Waring rank, small border Waring rank and small non-commutative ncABP size.
I Corollary 14. Let k ∈ N and
Wk,d := {p ∈ SymdV |WR(p) ≤ k} ,
Wk,d := {p ∈ SymdV |WR(p) ≤ k} ,
Bk,d := {p ∈ SymdV | ncw(p) ≤ k} .
Bk,d := {p ∈ SymdV | ncw(p) ≤ k} .
Then
Wk,d (Wk,d ⊆ Bk,d = Bk,d .
Proof. The inclusion Wk,d ⊆Wk,d is trivial and Bk,d = Bk,d is proven in Corollary 13. To
show Wk,d (Wk,d is strict we refer to [17] showing that xd−1y has Waring rank d while it
is known4 that xd−1y = limε→0 1εd ((x+ εy)d − xd) and thus xd−1y has border Waring rank
at most 2. For the inclusion Wk,d ⊆ Bk,d we can embed the k summands `di of the Waring
rank decomposition as disjoint s− t paths in an ncABP of width k and depth d. Here every
edge on the path corresponding to `di has the label `i. Since Bk,d is closed this immediately
proves Wk,d ⊆ Bk,d. J
Note that it is still unknown whether Bk,d ⊆ Wq(k),d or Bk,d ⊆ Wq(k),d for any polyno-
mial q.
7 Treewidth of Young tableaux
Let S be an arbitrary Young tableau containing the numbers {1, . . . , n}. We can associate
with S the undirected graph GS = (VS , ES) where VS = {1, . . . , n} and {i, j} ∈ ES iff i and
j are contained in some common column in S, see Figure 2.
4 Technically we need here that our base field is algebraically closed in order for this to be a border
Waring rank decomposition, but C satisfies this.
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We are now going to study how we can use the graph parameter treewidth of GS to
speed up the evaluation of highest weight vectors. Treewidth has been intensely studied by
Robertson and Seymour and has been applied numerous times to construct faster graph
algorithms for cases where the treewidth is bounded by a function o(n), most notably some
algorithms for NP-hard problems restricted to planar graphs, for example 3-coloring. See
[21] for an introduction to treewidth algorithms.
I Definition 15. A tree decomposition of a graph G = (V,E) is a tree T with nodes
X1, X2, . . . , Xt called bags where Xi ⊆ V and the following properties hold:
∪ti=1Xi = V
For every edge {u, v} ∈ E there is some bag Xi, s.t. {u, v} ⊆ Xi.
For every vertex v ∈ V the bags containing v form a subtree of T .
The width of a tree decomposition is the size of the largest bag minus one. The treewidth
of G is then the smallest possible width of a tree decomposition for G.
Often solving problems on graphs of bounded treewidth is easier then the general problem
and indeed this is also the case for evaluating the highest weight vector corresponding to a
graph if the graph GTˆ has bounded or low treewidth.
I Theorem 16. The evaluation fTˆ (p) for a highest weight vector fTˆ ∈ SymnSymdCm given
by a Young tableau Tˆ with content n× d and a symmetric tensor p ∈ SymdCm given by an
ncAPB of width w can be computed in time wω(τ+1) poly(n, d,m) if a tree decomposition T
of GTˆ of width τ is given and given that we can multiply two matrices of size ≤ k× k in time
O(kω).
Proof. A tableau Tˆ with its corresponding graph GTˆ is depicted in Figure 3(a) and (b).
It is well known that every clique of a graph is fully contained in some bag of its tree
decomposition. Every column c of Tˆ corresponds to a clique in GTˆ , so there is some bag
Xi of T which contains all the vertices corresponding to the entries of c. We modify T by
adding a new copy of Xi which is only adjacent to Xi. This copy is from now on associated
with the column c. An example is given in Figure 3(c). From now on we only need the
structure of the subtree T ′ of T whose leaves are the vertices associated with columns and
every vertex removed that is not on the path between two of these vertices, see Figure 3(e).
We interpret T ′ as an ordered binary tree rooted at r. In case any vertex v of T ′ has more
than two children, we replace v by a binary tree. We now denote by σ ∈ Sλ1 the order
of the columns of Tˆ in the in-order traversal of T ′. In the same way as for the evaluation
in Theorem 8 we now need to choose a suitable tableau T of content (nd) × 1 which is a
preimage of Tˆ under the .ˆ-operation, see Section 5. So we choose T s.t. the entries with
number i in Tˆ are replaced by (i− 1) · d+ 1, (i− 1) · d+ 2, . . . , i · d in the order given by σ
restricted to the columns containing i, see Figure 3(d).
We now calculate partial evaluations starting at the leaves of T ′ and working our way up.
In order to do this we define a partial placement ϑ|≥j,≤k to be the restriction of ϑ to the
boxes in the columns σ(j), σ(j + 1), . . . , σ(k).
Since we are working with ncABPs it is easier to interpret each ϑ|≥j,≤k as a list of paths
in the ncABP A. If we define κ≤j(i) as the number of times the entry i occurs in the
columns σ(1), σ(2), . . . , σ(j − 1) of Tˆ , then the i-th path in ϑ|≥j,≤k starts at some vertex
in the κ≤j(i)-th layer of A and ends in the κ≤k(i)-th layer of A. Specifically we define the
functions Φj : {1, . . . , n} → V (A) with Φj(i) ∈ Lκ≤j(i) and say ϑ|≥j,≤k respects (Φj ,Φk) if
the i-th path defined by ϑ|≥j,≤k starts at Φj(i) and ends at Φk(i).
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If the subtree of T ′ rooted at v with bag Xv contains the columns σ(j), σ(j + 1), . . . , σ(k)
we define
D[v,Φj ,Φk] =
∑
ϑ|≥j,≤k
ϑ|≥j,≤k respects (Φj ,Φk)
k∏
c=j
det ϑ|≥1,≤λ1 ,σ(c) .
We claim that D[v,Φj ,Φk] only depends on the restrictions Φj |Xv and Φk|Xv which in turn
implies that we only need to calculate at most w2|Xv| ≤ w2(τ+1) entries of D for each vertex
v. So let i 6∈ Xv, then either i does not appear in any column inside the subtree rooted at
v, so D[v,Φj ,Φk] trivially doesn’t depend on Φj(i) and Φk(i) or i does not appear in any
column outside the subtree rooted at v. In that case Φj(i) ∈ L0 and Φk(i) ∈ Ld, so both
only have a single possibility and are the source and sink of A respectively.
Let s and t be the source and sink of A respectively. Then the evaluation fTˆ (p) = fT (p)
is given as
fT (p)
(2)=
∑
proper ϑ
λ1∏
c=1
det ϑ,c =
∑
ϑ|≥1,≤λ1
ϑ|≥1,≤λ1 respects (i 7→ s, i 7→ t)
λ1∏
c=1
det ϑ|≥1,≤λ1 ,σ(c) = D[r, i 7→ s, i 7→ t] .
Here i 7→ s and i 7→ t just denote the constant functions assigning s or t to every path.
Only remains to show how to calculate D[v,Φj ,Φk]: For any leaf v of T ′ with associated
column (c1, c2, . . . , c|c|) we have
D[v,Φj ,Φk] = det(`(Φj(c1),Φk(c1))`(Φj(c2),Φk(c2)) · · · `(Φj(c|c|),Φk(c|c|)))
where `(v1,v2) denotes the label of the edge between the two vertices v1, v2 ∈ A or 0 if this
edge does not exist. Note that Φj(ci) and Φk(ci) are always two vertices of consecutive layers
in A.
For any inner vertex v of T ′ with only one child v′ we have
D[v,Φj ,Φk] = D[v′,Φj ,Φk].
For any inner vertex v of T ′ with two children v1, v2 where the subtree rooted at v1
contains z columns we have
D[v,Φj ,Φk] =
∑
Φj+z
D[v1,Φj ,Φj+z] ·D[v2,Φj+z,Φk].
Here Φj+z runs over all functionsXv → V (A) with Φj+z(i) ∈ Lκ≤j+z(i) for every i ∈ Xv. Note
that we can calculate these entries simultaneously for all Φj ,Φk as a matrix multiplication of
matrices of size at most w(τ+1) × w(τ+1).
The total running time is thus wω(τ+1) poly(n, d,m) given that we can multiply two
matrices of size ≤ k × k in time O(kω). J
This dependency on the treewidth instead of n is significant, since for example the graphs
of semistandard Young tableaux with only two rows are planar and thus have a treewidth
of O(
√
n). Additionally the dependency is tight: we can construct semistandard Young
tableaux with rectangular content with two rows which induce multigraph versions of the
n × n grid-graphs and thus have treewidth Ω(√n). We prove both these observations in
Proposition 18.
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(d) The computed tableau T
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(e) The computation tree T ′
uses for the dynamic program
Figure 3 An example execution of the preparation of the algorithm of Theorem 16 for the Young
tableau Tˆ .
Let p be given as a Waring rank decomposition of rank r. From this we can easily construct
an ncABP of width w, in the same way we did to prove Theorem 2. Therefore the evaluation
algorithm in Theorem 16 now takes timeO(wω(τ+1))·poly(n, d,m) = O(rω(τ+1))·poly(n, d,m).
Comparing this to the naive algorithm in Remark 6), we get a faster evaluation in the case
τ ∈ o(n), which for example is achieved for all semistandard tableaux which we will now
prove.
As a first step, we will prove
I Proposition 17. Let S be a semistandard Young tableau with two rows. Then GS is planar.
Proof. Let S contain the numbers {1, . . . , n}. We first start by constructing a different
graph G′S = (LS∪˙RS , E′S) which is a bipartite graph consisting of two copies of vertices
LS{1L, . . . , nL}, RS = {1R, . . . , nR}. Now {iL, jR} ∈ E′S iff ij is a column in S. Here the
vertical order in S matters, so due to S being semistandard we know i < j. Ordering the
vertices, s.t. the vertices on the left and those on the right are each ordered in ascending
order, we will now prove that G′S is outerplanar and can be drawn with straight lines. So
let {i, j}, {k, l} ∈ E′S be two different edges where the column ij appears to the left of the
column k
l
in T . Due to T being semistandard this implies i ≤ k and j ≤ l, which means
those two edges do not cross. Since the edges were arbitrary no two edges intersect and G′S
is outerplanar.
Because both sets of vertices are ordered in ascending order we can now continuously
rotate both vertex sets by 180 degrees and move them on top of each other, in this way
unifying both copies of each vertex while still keeping the graph planar (the edges are not
straight lines anymore, but they have the shape of a spiral). This resulting graph is precisely
GS , thus proving the claim. J
Now we can commence to prove the upper bound on the treewidth of Young tableaux
with two rows. Additionally we prove that this bound is tight.
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I Proposition 18. 1. Let Sn be a semistandard Young tableau with two rows containing the
numbers {1, . . . , n}. Then GSn has treewidth at most O(
√
n).
2. Additionally there is a family (S′n) of semistandard Young tableaux with two rows con-
taining the numbers {1, . . . , n} exactly 4 times each and GS′n having treewidth Ω(
√
n).
Proof. Let Sn be a semistandard Young tableau with 2 rows containing the numbers
{1, . . . , n}. Then GSn is a planar graph with n vertices by Proposition 17. The fact that
planar graphs on n vertices have treewidth bounded by O(
√
n) follows directly from the
famous planar excluded grid theorem [50].
W.l.o.g. we can restrict n to be of the form (2k)2 with k ∈ N \ {0}, since we can always
extend the tableau without increasing the treewidth by appending four columns containing
only a single cell with the number i+ 1 to the end of S′i to get S′i+1. This change corresponds
to adding a new isolated vertex to GS′
i
. We repeat this until N = (2k)2, which scales n up
by at most a factor of 8.
Every layered multigraph G = (V,E) with the following properties is the graph GS
corresponding to some semistandard tableaux S where each number i appears exactly as
often as the degree of i in G:
1. V = {1, . . . , n}
2. Edges in G only go from one layer to the next.
3. Edges between any two layers can be drawn with straight lines without crossing when
the vertices in each layer are placed in ascending order.
4. All vertices in any layer j are labeled smaller than those in layer j + 1 and each form a
consecutive sequence of integers.
Some examples are provided in Figure 4. This can be shown constructively and separately
for every pair of layers j and j+ 1. Since the edges between two layers are not crossing, there
is a unique ordering on the set of edges from left to right. Adding columns corresponding to
the edges in exactly this order to S forms exactly the wanted semistandard tableaux: For
{u, v} ∈ E we add the column u
v
to S. Thus the entries corresponding to layer j are only in
the first row while those corresponding to layer j + 1 only appear in the second row. Because
of property (4) the columns of edges from layer j to layer j + 1 can directly be concatenated
to the columns of edges from layer j + 1 to layer j + 2 without violating the property of
being semistandard. Clearly S contains each number i exactly once for each incident edge of
i in G.
We now take the 2k × 2k grid 2k = (V2k, E2k) where
V2k = {(x, y) | x, y ∈ {1, . . . , 2k}}
E2k = {{(x1, y1), (x2, y2)} | |x1 − x2|+ |y1 − y2| = 1}
This graph is known to have treewidth exactly 2k [21]. We now create a multigraph by
doubling all the edges {(1, 2i − 1), (1, 2i)}, {(2k, 2i − 1), (2k, 2i)}, {(2i − 1, 1), (2i, 1)} and
{(2i − 1, 2k), (2i, 2k)} for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k} which results in each vertex having degree
exactly 4 while not changing the treewidth. To now apply the previous observations we now
treat each diagonal {(x, y) | x+ y = j + 1} as layer j and label them by increasing x, thus
proving the claim of the lower bound. The resulting graphs are also visualized in Figure 4.
J
I Question 19. It is open whether the bound of O(√n) on the treewidth can be extended
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Figure 4 The grid graphs 2,4 and 6 after doubling the correct edges around the border
and relabeling the vertices. The layers in 2 are {1}, {2, 3}, {4}. The layers in 4 are {1},
{2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}, {7, 8, 9, 10}, {11, 12, 13}, {14, 15}, {16}. The layers in 6 are {1}, {2, 3}, {4, 5, 6},
{7, 8, 9, 10}, {11, 12, 13, 14, 15}, {16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21}, {22, 23, 24, 25, 26}, {27, 28, 29, 30}, {31, 32, 33},
{34, 35}, {36}.
to any other constant number of rows, but starting at 3 rows GS becomes non-planar5, so
another approach to solving this problem would be needed. Additionally, if the number of rows
is arbitrary GS can contain an arbitrarily big clique, so it can have arbitrarily high treewidth.
For example for any S with a first column with n distinct entries the graph GS contains a
clique on n vertices and thus has treewidth at least n− 1.
8 Hardness of evaluation
We will show that deciding whether a highest weight vector fTˆ of Sym
nSymdCm vanishes
at a point of Waring rank k for suiting parameters n, d,m, k is NP-hard. In particular we
prove the NP-hardness of evaluating highest weight vectors given by Young tableaux with
two rows in Theorem 20.
We can prove a similar – slightly weaker – result in Theorem 28, when the tableau Tˆ is
restricted to be semistandard. In this case we have to increase the number of rows, the inner
degree of the symmetric tensors and the Waring rank of the points of evaluation. Furthermore
we don’t prove hardness for all constant d in this case, but only for those divisible by 16. This
still rules out polynomial evaluation algorithms which allow d to be part of the input under
P 6= NP. These reductions also yield more explicit lower bounds under the exponential time
hypothesis (ETH) in Theorems 20 and 28. As a reminder, the exponential time hypothesis
states, that 3SAT can not be solved in time 2o(n). Finally we show in Theorem 21 that if
we want to calculate the exact value of the evaluation we can even prove #P-hardness for
evaluating highest weight vectors given as Young tableaux.
Most of these reductions start with the same base that deciding whether a graph admits
a proper 3-coloring a graph is NP-hard even when restricted to planar graphs of maximum
degree 4. This was originally proven by Gary, Johnson and Stockmeyer [27] and a modified
version can be found in Lemmas 25 and 26.
5 For example, GS is the complete graph on 5 vertices for S =
1 1 1 3 3
2 2 2 4 4
3 4 5 5 5
.
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I Theorem 20. Deciding whether a highest weight vector fTˆ of Sym
nSymdCm given as a
Young tableau Tˆ evaluates to zero at a point p ∈ SymdCm of Waring rank 3 is NP-hard for
constant d ≥ 8,m ≥ 2.
Assuming ETH no 2o(n) algorithm for this evaluation can exist.
Proof. We use the NP-hardness of 3-coloring graphs of maximum degree at most 4, see [27]
or Lemma 25.
Let G = (V,E) be a graph of maximum degree at most 4. Assume w.l.o.g. that V =
{1, . . . , n}. We now construct a Young tableau T with content n× d as follows: For every
edge (u, v) ∈ E we add two columns of the form u
v
to Tˆ . Now for every vertex v ∈ V add
d− 2 · deg(v) single-box columns v to Tˆ . It is easy to see that Tˆ has content n× d and is
not necessarily semistandard.
We now choose to evaluate the highest weight vector fTˆ at p = `d1 + `d2 + `d3 with
`1 = (1, 0, 0, . . .), `2 = (1, 1, 0, . . .), `3 = (1, 2, 0, . . .) ∈ Cm. Note that the determinant of any
two distinct linear forms of these is a real number, so its square is a positive real number.
Recall from (2) that
fTˆ (p) =
∑
proper ϑ
λ1∏
c=1
det ϑ,c.
We now show a 1-to-1 correspondence between summands of the evaluation and arbitrary –
not necessarily proper – 3-colorings of G. A summand will be non-zero iff the corresponding
3-coloring is proper. Due to evaluating at p in its Waring decomposition, ϑ will be proper
iff boxes with the same number j get assigned the same `i. We interpret this as vertex j
receiving color i. Additionally every 3-coloring of G corresponds to some placement in this
way.
We now take the product of determinants for each column. Since each column with
two boxes is repeated twice, this product is a product of squares, and hence will always be
positive iff none of the determinants is zero. This idea was first used in [12]. A determinant
is non-zero iff different vectors `i and `j are chosen for both of the boxes, corresponding to
coloring both vertices of this column with different colors. So a summand will be non-zero iff
ϑ corresponds to a proper 3-coloring of G.
Note that any algorithm deciding whether fTˆ (p) is non-zero in time 2o(n) can now be
used to decide whether G allows for a proper 3-coloring in time poly(|V |)2o(|V |) which is a
contradiction unless ETH fails as proven in [36]. J
Note that our algorithms for evaluation described in Theorems 8 and 16 both achieve a
running time of 2O(n) for evaluations at points of constant Waring rank with constant m
and d. So Theorem 20 gives a matching lower bound under ETH.
The proof for #P-hardness is pretty similar and reduces from counting the number of
3-colorings of a graph with maximum vertex degree 3 which is known to be #P-complete
[10]. The main idea is to use a more carefully chosen point of evaluation to ensure that every
summand that corresponds to a proper 3-coloring will be exactly 1.
I Theorem 21. Evaluating a highest weight vector fTˆ of Sym
nSymdCm given as a Young
tableau Tˆ at a point p ∈ SymdCm of Waring rank 3 is #P-hard for constant d ≥ 18,m ≥ 2.
Proof. We reduce from counting the number of 3-colorings of a graph G = (V,E) where
every vertex has degree at most 3 which is known to be #P-complete [10]. We proceed in
a similar manner as in the NP-hardness proof in Theorem 20. We construct Tˆ by adding
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Figure 5 Example of a grid-like layered graph with 3 layers. Edges between layers are drawn as
solid lines and edges inside layers as dotted lines.
the columns u
v
for (u, v) ∈ E 6-times each and for every vertex v ∈ V add d − 6 · deg(v)
columns v to Tˆ . This time we evaluate fTˆ at p = `d1 + `d2 + `d3 with `1 = (1, 0, 0, . . .), `2 =
(1, e ipi3 , 0, . . .), `3 = (1, e
2ipi
3 , 0, . . .) ∈ Cm. Note that the determinant of any two distinct
linear forms of these is a 6-th root of unity, so its 6-th power is always exactly 1. If we now
analyse the summands of the evaluation again we see that each term contributes exactly 1
if it corresponds to a proper 3-coloring and 0 otherwise. Thus the evaluation fTˆ (p) counts
exactly the number of 3-colorings of G. J
Extending this result to semistandard Young tableaux now proceeds in multiple steps,
which we devote the rest of this section towards.
We first extend the NP-hardness of 3-coloring to a subclass of planar graphs which we
call grid-like layered graphs. More specifically we prove NP-hardness for 8-regular, i.e. each
vertex has degree exactly 8, grid-like layered graphs in Lemma 24, while we show a lower
bound of 2o
(√
|V |
)
using Lemma 27.
I Definition 22. We call a planar multigraph G = (V,E) grid-like layered if there are
disjoint layers L1, . . . , Lk ⊆ V of vertices and an embedding e : V → N× {1, . . . , k}, s.t.
1. e is injective.
2. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , k} we have e−1(N× {i}) = Li
3. Edges between layers only exist between layer Li and Li+1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}.
4. Edges inside layers only exist for vertices v, u ∈ Li where e(v) = e(u)± (1, 0) for some
i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
5. All edges can be drawn as straight lines without crossing when vertices are placed according
to e in R2 and the graph is treated as being simple.
6. Every vertex has a neighbour in a different layer.
Note that grid-like layered graphs are not necessarily subgraphs of a grid-graph, see Figure 5
for an example. The crucial property about grid-like layered graphs is, that they can be
decomposed into two graphs over the same vertices each corresponding to a semistandard
Young tableau with two rows. This decomposition is essential to encode the 3-coloring of
such graphs into a single combined semistandard Young tableau.
I Lemma 23. Let G = (V,E) be a grid-like layered graph. Then G = (V,E(GTˆ↔)∪E(GTˆl))
for two semistandard tableaux Tˆ↔, Tˆl for some relabeling of the vertices V . Additionally Tˆl
contains every number from 1 to |V | at least once.
Proof. Let e be the embedding of G. We relabel the vertices in increasing order inside
each layer according to e and then increasing order from layer Li to layer Li+1 for every i.
Let El now be the edges between different layers and E↔ those inside the layers. Clearly
E↔ ∪El = E and every vertex is incident to some edge in El by condition 22.6, so if we can
construct semistandard tableaux Tˆ↔, Tˆl with E↔ = E(GTˆ↔) and El = E(GTˆl) we are done.
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Figure 6 Example of Tˆ↔ and Tˆl and the two graphs GTˆ↔ and GTˆl according to Lemma 23 for
the grid-like layered graph given in Figure 5.
We start with Tˆl. Since the labeling of the vertices is increasing from one layer to the
next it suffices to show that we can create Tˆl for a single pair of consecutive layers and
afterwards concatenate them. Condition 22.5 gives a unique order of the edges between these
layers from left to right. So for the edge {u, v} ∈ El with u < v we add the column uv to
Tˆl. Assume two columns u
v
and u′
v′
would violate the semistandard property. Then either
u′ < u in which case the edge {u′, v′} would be start left of {u, v} or v′ < v in which case
the edge {u′, v′} would end left of {u, v}, both a contradiction to our unique ordering from
left to right. So Tˆl is semistandard.
We continue with Tˆ↔. Again we only have to consider Tˆ↔ for a single layer as we can
just concatenate the resulting tableaux afterwards. If we direct the edges in E↔ to only go
from the smaller vertex to the larger one we see with condition 22.4 that each vertex can
only be the first vertex of an edge once, and those edges have the form {v, v + 1}. So the
only columns in Tˆ↔ are of the form v
v+1
Those can clearly just be combined in order to make
Tˆ↔ semistandard.
Note that since G is a multigraph we add every column to the tableaux k times if the
edge appears with multiplicity k in G. J
An example for these of such a decomposition can be found in Figure 6.
We can now give an elegant proof of the NP-hardness of deciding whether a given 8-regular
grid-like layered graph G = (V,E) admits a proper 3-coloring. With this elegance comes the
caveat, that this proof only yields a lower bound of 2o
(
4
√
|V |
)
under ETH, which we improve
to 2o
(√
|V |
)
with a more technical proof in Lemma 27
I Lemma 24. Deciding whether a given graph G = (V,E) admits a proper 3-coloring is
NP-hard, even if the graph is restricted to be grid-like layered and 8-regular.
Unless ETH fails, 3-coloring doesn’t admit an 2o
(
4
√
|V |
)
time algorithm for grid-like
layered graphs.
Proof. For this we reduce from the decision problem whether a planar graph G admits a
proper 3-coloring.
In order to achieve this we find a graph minor model (Vh)h∈V (G) of embedding G into a
grid  with O(|V (G)|2) vertices in linear time [54]. Let G1 be the grid  after removing any
vertices and edges which do not correspond to vertices or edges in G, i.e.
V (G1) =
⋃
h∈V (G)
Vh
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Figure 7 The equality and inequality gadgets H=1 , H=2 and H 6=1 , H
6=
2 used in Lemma 24
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Figure 8 The nearly 8-regular versions of the gadgets H=1 and H 6=1 used in Lemma 24. The edge
labels denote the multiplicity of the edges in the multigraph and 2a = deg(v1) and 2b = deg(v2).
and
E(G1) =
⋃
h∈V (G)
E([Vh]) ∪
⋃
uv∈E(G)
E([Vu ∪ Vv])
Any proper 3-coloring of G can now be seen as a 3-coloring where each Vh is colored the
same color as h ∈ G and neighbouring components Vu, Vv for {u, v} ∈ E(G) are colored with
different colors.
In order to enforce these constraints we construct a new graph G2 by replacing each edge
inside any Vh by the equality gadgets H=1 or H=2 and replace each edge between neighbouring
components Vu, Vv by the inequality gadgets H 6=1 or H
6=
2 . These gadgets are shown in Figure 7.
If an edge is horizontal in the canonical embedding of G1 into the plane we choose variant 1
of the gadgets. If an edge is vertical we choose variant 2.
It can be easily checked that the only way to properly 3-color these gadgets is such that
the colors of v1 and v2 are the same for the equality gadgets and different for the inequality
gadgets.
Clearly G is now properly 3-colorable iff G2 is properly 3-colorable.
Secondly all those gadgets are designed as grid-like layered graphs. It can be easily
checked that replacing all edges in a subgraph of a grid yields a grid-like layered graph, so
G2 is grid-like layered.
So the only thing remaining to do is make the graph 8-regular by adding copies of existing
edges to the graph. In order to achieve this it is sufficient to show that multigraph versions
of H=1 , H=2 , H
6=
1 and H
6=
2 exist which are 8-regular except for the vertices v1 and v2, which
can independently have a degree of 2, 4, 6 or 8 each. This is sufficient since every vertex of
the grid graph has a degree between 1 and 4, so it has between 1 and 4 of these gadgets
attached to it. The multigraph variations of the gadgets are shown for H=1 and H
6=
1 in Figure
8, for the other two gadgets these are constructed similarly.
Note that  has O(|V (G)|2) many vertices so we can conclude that G2 also has O(|V (G)|2)
many vertices. If we can decide whether the 8-regular grid-like layered graph G2 allows for a
proper 3-coloring in time 2o
(
4
√
|V (G2)|
)
we can decide via this reduction whether the planar
graph G allows for a proper 3-coloring in time poly(|V (G)|) · 2o
(√
|V (G)|
)
. This contradicts
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Figure 9 The gadgets H1, H2 and H3 used in the proof of Lemma 25.
that planar 3-coloring is not solveable in time 2o
(√
|V (G)|
)
unless ETH fails. This was
essentially observed by Cai and Juedes [16] and is also mentioned in [21, Theorem 14.9]. J
Looking at the reduction from 3-satisfiability to 3-coloring more closely we can improve
the ETH lower bound of the previous proof. The fourth root was necessary because first
embedding the 3SAT formula into a planar graph and then into a grid graph each resulted
in quadratic blow-up. By abusing the structure of the intermediate graphs more closely we
reduce the size of the grid graph to be only quadratic in the number of variables of the 3SAT
formula and thus show a better lower bound in Lemma 27.
The proof uses similar gadgets to the standard textbook reduction of 3SAT to 3-coloring,
which we show again for reference.
I Lemma 25. Deciding whether a given graph G = (V,E) admits a proper 3-coloring is
NP-hard.
Proof. We reduce from 3-satisfiability. So let φ = C1 ∧ . . .∧Cm be a formula in 3-CNF on n
variables x1, . . . , xn. We construct a graph G as follows. We start with the graph H1 shown
in Figure 9 (left) and call the three vertices >, ⊥, and z. Then for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n we add a
vertex xi and a vertex xi and add three edges: {xi, xi}, {xi, z}, {xi, z}. This is depicted in
Figure 9 (middle). For each 1 ≤ j ≤ m we now add 6 vertices and connect them with the
existing vertices as shown in Figure 9 (right): The vertices labeled l1, l2, l3 in the figure
stand for the vertices corresponding to the three literals (elements in {x1, . . . , xn, x1, . . . , xn})
in the clause Cj .
We now analyze potential proper 3-colorings of G. Our colors will conveniently be called
>, ⊥, and z and we assume from now on w.l.o.g. that the three vertices in H1 are colored
according to their names. It follows from H2 that in every proper 3-coloring the vertices
corresponding to literals are colored with > or ⊥, but never with z. It is easy to see that H3
has no proper 3-coloring if l1, l2, and l3 all are colored with ⊥. Moreover, if at least one of
l1, l2, and l3 is colored with > and the others are colored with ⊥, then a proper 3-coloring of
H3 exists.
Hence from a proper 3-coloring of G we can easily reconstruct a satisfying assignment of
φ and vice versa. J
In Lemma 24 we then proceeded with a planar version of this theorem due to [27] and
embedded these resulting graphs as minors of a grid. In essence we used a variant of 3-coloring
where the graph is a subset of a grid graph and every edge can either be an equality or
inequality edge, i.e. vertices connected by an equality edge have to be colored by the same
color and vertices connected by an inequality edge have to be colored with different colors.
We already implicitly showed NP-hardness of this variant which we call relational 3-coloring
on subgraphs of grids in the proof of Lemma 24.
Note that equality edges are a necessity, since any subgraph of a grid graph is bipartite
and thus can be 2-colored.
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I Lemma 26. Unless ETH fails, relational 3-coloring on subgraphs G of grids can not be
solved in time 2o
(√
|V (G)|
)
.
Proof. We reduce from 3-satisfiability. So let φ = C1 ∧ . . . ∧ Cm be a formula in 3-CNF on
n variables x1, . . . , xn.
We again start with the color choosing gadget H ′1 assume that each vertex of H1 is
colored with its label to simplify the analysis. Note that vertices with the same labels will be
connected by a path of equality edges, so they have the same color in each proper 3-coloring.
H ′1 forms a border of width ≤ 2 around the rest of the graph.
Connected to the vertices labeled with z are the variable gadgets H ′2. The vertices with
labels xi and xi corresponding to the literals of φ appear exactly as often as each ofthe
literals appears in φ. Connected to the bottom vertices ⊥ are the clause gadgets H ′3.
The only thing left is connecting the vertices corresponding to literals in the clause
gadgets to those in the variable gadgets via an equality edge. Unfortunately this would
make the graph not be a subgraph of a grid, so we need the crossing gadget H ′4 which is an
embedding of the crossing gadget used in [27]. In H ′4 the vertices pairs labeled a, a′ and b, b′
each have the same color in every proper 3-coloring. Additionally there is a proper 3-coloring
for every choice of colors of a and b.
We now need to “sort” the vertices corresponding to literals into the order
(l1,1, l1,2, l1,3, l2,1, l2,2, l2,3, . . . , lm,1, lm,2, lm,3) where Ci = li,1 ∨ li,2 ∨ li,3. We do this via
an iterative procedure. We add the crossing gadget H ′4 between every two consecutive
vertices li, lj which are in the wrong order in each step. In case some vertices could be part
of multiple swaps choose the pairs in a way that maximizes the number of possible swaps
per iteration. We connect li to the vertex a of H ′4 via an equality edge and similarly lj to b.
The vertices a′ and b′ now form the next step in the ordering process and have essentially
swapped adjacent li and lj . All the vertices li which do not change their position will be
extended via paths made out of equality edges to be on the same layer as the outlets of the
crossing gadgets. After at most O(m) of these steps the vertices are sorted in our desired
order and can be directly connected to the corresponding vertices of the clause gadgets.
We call this resulting graph G. Note that H ′4 enforces a finer subdivision of the grid than
H ′1, H
′
2 and H ′3, but we can always split an equality edge into two equality edges connected
by a vertex or split vertices into two vertices connected by an equality edge to stretch these
gadgets, so G is a subgraph of a grid graph.
It can be easily checked that H ′1, H ′2 and H ′3 behave in exactly the same way as their
counterparts in the proof of Lemma 25, so the correctness of this reduction can easily been
with the same reasoning as there together with the properties of H ′4.
G is a subgraph of an O(m)×O(m) grid, so |V (G)| = O(m2). If we could decide relational
3-colorability on subgraphs of grids in size 2o
(√
|V (G)|
)
we could thus decide 3-satisfiability
in time 2o(m) which is a contradiction unless ETH fails, see [36] for this lower bound for
3-satisfiability.
J
I Lemma 27. Unless ETH fails, 3-coloring doesn’t admit an 2o
(√
|V |
)
time algorithm for
8-regular grid-like layered graphs G = (V,E).
Proof. We reduce from relational 3-coloring on subgraphs of grids. Let G = (V,E) be a
subgraph of a grid. We proceed in the same way as Lemma 24 did except that  is replaced
by G, each equality edge is replaced by the corresponding equality gadget and each inequality
edge is replaced by the corresponding inequality gadget.
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Figure 10 The gadgets H ′1, H ′2 and H ′3 used in the proof of Lemma 26. Double lines denote
equality edges and single lines denote inequality edges. Vertices corresponding to other gadgets are
visualized with dashed outline to show how to connect the gadgets.
a b
b′ a′
Figure 11 The gadget H ′4 used in the proof of Lemma 26. Double lines denote equality edges
and single lines denote inequality edges.
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Figure 12 The general structure of the 5 row Young tableau Tˆ constructed in Theorem 28
Note that the obtained graph G2 now has O(|V (G)|) many vertices. If we can decide
whether the 8-regular grid-like layered graph G2 allows for a proper 3-coloring in time
2o
(√
|V (G2)|
)
we can decide via this reduction whether G allows for a relational 3-coloring in
time poly(|V (G)|) · 2o
(√
|V (G)|
)
, contradicting Lemma 26 unless ETH fails. J
We now have all the necessary intermediate results to prove that even evaluation of
highest weight vectors given by semistandard tableaux is NP-hard. We use the same general
idea of coloring the cells of the Young tableau s.t. all cells with the same number receive the
same color. Additionally each column of the Young tableau has to be repeated often enough
that any summands are guaranteed to be positive iff each column is colorful, i.e. does not
contain any color multiple times and zero otherwise.
I Theorem 28. The evaluation of highest weight vectors fTˆ of Sym
nSymdCm is NP-hard
for any constant d ≥ 16 with 16 | d and m ≥ 5, when fTˆ is given as a semistandard Young
tableau Tˆ . This even holds if evaluation is restricted to points of Waring rank 5 and the
algorithm only has to decide whether the evaluation is non-zero.
Additionally this evaluation can not be computed in time 2o(
√
n) unless ETH fails.
Proof. We reduce from checking whether an 8-regular grid-like layered graph allows for a
proper 3-coloring which was proven in Lemma 24 to be NP-hard.
Let G = (V,E↔∪El) be an 8-regular grid-like layered graph where E↔ denotes the edges
inside layers and El denotes edges between layers. W.l.o.g. the vertex set V are the numbers
1, . . . , |V | assigned in a layer by layer and left to right fashion, given by the embedding of
G. To ease the description of the constructed semistandard tableaux Tˆ we will describe it
in 5 parts T1, . . . , T5 over the symbolic entries ai, bi, ci, di, ei. For better readability we will
colorcode each of the symbolic entries in the constructions of this theorem.
The point of evaluation is now p =
∑5
i=1 `
d
i with `i = (1, i, i2, i3, . . . , im) Then any
determinants arising in the evaluation are determinants of Vandermonde matrices and thus
are well known to be non-zero.
p is a point of Waring rank 5, so analogously to Theorem 20 the summands of the
evaluation will consist of assigning one of the 5 linear forms to each number and will be
non-zero iff no column contains the same linear form twice. Since all vectors are real, any
occuring determinants in the evaluation will also be real and hence every summand will be
either 0 or positive due to every column being repeated an even number of times.
The general structure of Tˆ can be seen in Figure 12 and we will first describe the main
idea of each part. The parts T3 and T5 both encode the actual 3-coloring restrictions of the
edge sets El and E↔ respectively, in the entries ei in the same way as in Theorem 20. To
ensure that only 3 colors can be used for the graph coloring, the entries ci are added into T3
to use up the remaining colors. The consistency of the ci, i.e. that exactly two colors are
used by all of the ci, is then ensured in T1 with the help of the entries ai and bi. Everything
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else, i.e. the di and the tableaux T2 and T4 are only used in order to make Tˆ semistandard
and with rectangular content.
Tˆ is then the concatenation T1T2 . . . T5 where we assign increasing numbers starting from
1 first to all the ai, then to all the bi, ci, di and ei in order, increasing inside each group of
symbolic entries with increasing index. This ensures that each of the Ti individually, but
also the concatenation Tˆ will be semistandard. The latter can be seen by looking at the
symbolic entries at the left and right borders of the Ti in the following descriptions.
We first describe the construction of all the Ti: T1 is built as a concatenation of smaller
tableaux T1,1, . . . T1,r for r = d |El|−124 e. The construction of T1,1 and of T1,i for 1 < i ≤ r can
be seen in Figure 13. T2 and T4 are always the same and are given in Figure 14. T3 is given
as a left aligned vertical concatenation of T3,1 and T3,2, where T3,1 consists of the columns
c1
c2 ,
c3
c4 , . . .,
c8r−3
c8r−2 each repeated 12 times and
c8r−1
c8r repeated 14 times. T3,2 is obtained
from Tˆl of Lemma 23 by doubling every column. Lastly T5 is constructed in the exact same
way as T3,2, but is obtained from Tˆ↔ of Lemma 23.
We first prove that T is a semistandard Young tableau of rectangular content. T1 fulfils
the following properties which are easy to prove via induction:
a1, . . . , a3r all appear exactly 16 times each in T1.
b1 and b2 appear exactly twice in T1.
c1, . . . , c8r−2 all appear exactly 4 times in T1.
c8r−1 and c8r appear exactly twice in T1.
If we replace the symbolic entries as previously described then T1 is semistandard.
The only important properties of T2 and T4 are that b1, b2, d1, d2 all appear exactly 14
times in T2 and d1 and d2 each appear twice in T4, while both are clearly semistandard.
The properties of T3 are now:
c1, . . . , c8r−2 all appear 12 times in T3.
c8r−1 and c8r appear exactly 14 times in T3.
If we replace the symbolic entries as previously described, T3 is semistandard.
T3,1 has at least as many columns as T3,2 by our choice of r = d |El|−124 e. T3,1 has
(4r − 1) · 12 + 14 ≥
( |El| − 1
6 − 1
)
· 12 + 14 = 2 · |El|
columns while T3,2 has exactly 2 · |El| columns.
The last property of T3 is important in order for T3 and thus Tˆ to be a of proper shape for a
Young tableau, i.e. have non-decreasing row lengths.
Combining all the properties we see that Tˆ contains every entry exactly 16 times each and
is semistandard after replacing the symbolic entries. Additionally each column is repeated
an even number of times, so no summands of the evaluation can be negative. In case d > 16
we repeat every column of T d16 times in order to get the representation of a highest weight
vector of SymnSymdCm as a semistandard Young tableau.
Next we look at the effects of the gadgets on the possible non-zero summands of the
evaluation.
Any further considerations will now assume w.l.o.g. that a1, a2, a3 get assigned the first
three linear forms of p, all other cases are symmetric. These three entries all occur together
in the very first column of T1, so they have to be pairwise different in order to be part of a
non-zero summand. T1,1 then enfores c1, . . . , c8 to all be assigned the last two linear forms
of p. Since T1,i and T1,i+1 share the entries of c8i−1 and c8i, inductively all of ai, . . . , a3r
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T1,1 =
a1 a1 a1 a1 a1 a1 a1 a1 a1 a1 a1 a1 a1 a1 a1 a1
a2 a2 a2 a2 a2 a2 a2 a2 a2 a2 a2 a2 a2 a2 a2 a2
a3 a3 a3 a3 a3 a3 a3 a3 a3 a3 a3 a3 a3 a3 a3 a3
b1 b1 c1 c1 c1 c1 c3 c3 c3 c3 c5 c5 c5 c5 c7 c7
b2 b2 c2 c2 c2 c2 c4 c4 c4 c4 c6 c6 c6 c6 c8 c8
T1,i =
a3i−2 a3i−2 a3i−2 a3i−2 a3i−2 a3i−2 a3i−2 a3i−2 a3i−2 a3i−2 a3i−2 a3i−2 a3i−2 a3i−2 a3i−2 a3i−2
a3i−1 a3i−1 a3i−1 a3i−1 a3i−1 a3i−1 a3i−1 a3i−1 a3i−1 a3i−1 a3i−1 a3i−1 a3i−1 a3i−1 a3i−1 a3i−1
a3i a3i a3i a3i a3i a3i a3i a3i a3i a3i a3i a3i a3i a3i a3i a3i
c8i−9 c8i−9 c8i−7 c8i−7 c8i−7 c8i−7 c8i−5 c8i−5 c8i−5 c8i−5 c8i−3 c8i−3 c8i−3 c8i−3 c8i−1 c8i−1
c8i−8 c8i−8 c8i−6 c8i−6 c8i−6 c8i−6 c8i−4 c8i−4 c8i−4 c8i−4 c8i−2 c8i−2 c8i−2 c8i−2 c8i c8i
Figure 13 The Young tableaux T1,1 and T1,i from the proof of Theorem 28
T2 =
b1 b1 b1 b1 b1 b1 b1 b1 b1 b1 b1 b1 b1 b1
b2 b2 b2 b2 b2 b2 b2 b2 b2 b2 b2 b2 b2 b2
d1 d1 d1 d1 d1 d1 d1 d1 d1 d1 d1 d1 d1 d1
d2 d2 d2 d2 d2 d2 d2 d2 d2 d2 d2 d2 d2 d2 T4 =
d1 d1
d2 d2
Figure 14 The Young tableaux T2 and T4 from the proof of Theorem 28
will be assigned the first three linear forms of p in some order and all of c1, . . . , c8r will be
assigned the last two linear forms of p in some order.
The last important property is, that e1, . . . , e|V | all appear at least once in T3 since every
vertex of a grid-like layered graph is incident to an edge going to another layer. This means
that all the linear forms being chosen for any e1, . . . , e|V | can only be the first three linear
forms of p since the remaining two are already used for the ci of which two appear in every
column.
Now assume G admits a proper 3-coloring with the colors 1, 2, 3. We can now construct
a placement of the linear forms onto the entries of Tˆ as follows:
The entries a3i+j get assigned the linear form `j for every i ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1} and j ∈
{1, 2, 3}.
The entries b1 and b2 get assigned the linear forms `4 and `5 respectively.
The entries c2i+j get assigned the linear form `3+j for every i ∈ {0, . . . , 4r − 1} and
j ∈ {1, 2}.
The entries d1 and d2 get assigned the linear forms `1 and `2 respectively.
The entries ei get assigned the linear form `j if vertex i was colored with color j in G.
It is now easy to check that in T1, T2 and T4 no column contains any linear form twice. To
see that the same holds for T3 and T5 note that the only way any column could contain the
same linear form twice would be for two entries eu and ev to appear in the same column and
be assigned the same linear form. That would mean that u and v got colored the same in G,
but by our construction there is also an edge {u, v} ∈ El ∪ E↔, a contradition to G being
properly 3-colored. Since no column contains a repeated linear form this summand is strictly
positive, making the whole evaluation fTˆ (p) non-zero.
Conversely assume that the evaluation of fTˆ (p) is non-zero. Thus there must be a non-zero
summand, placing linear forms on each entry. As by the previous discussion there are only 3
different linear forms being placed on all of the ei, directly inducing a 3-coloring of G. This
3-coloring is proper since every column can never contain the same linear form twice and
every edge of G is represented by a column.
28 On the complexity of evaluating highest weight vectors
To now show that this evaluation is not possible in time 2o(
√
n) unless ETH fails, notice
that if G has |V | vertices, then Tˆ has n = O(|V |) many different entries. So any evaluation
in time 2o(
√
n) would decide whether G admits a proper 3-coloring in time 2o
(√
|V |
)
, which
is a contradiction to Lemma 266 unless ETH fails. J
I Remark 29. All these hardness results also hold if the highest weight vectors are given as a
Young tableau T with content (nd)× 1 opposed to Tˆ with content n× d by replacing the
entries containing 1 in Tˆ by 1, . . . , d and 2 by d+ 1, . . . , 2d and so on in a left-to-right, top-to-
bottom fashion. This corresponds to undoing the projection of ⊗nSymdV onto SymnSymdV .
In the cases when Tˆ is semistandard T is standard.
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